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ABSTRACT

A simple venting device for trapped gas pockets in hydraulic systems is inserted through a small access passages, operated remotely, and removed completely.
The device comprises a small diameter, closely wound
coil spring which is pushed through guide means
which is temporarily inserted in the access passage.
The guide has a central passageway which directs the
coil spring radially upward into the pocket so that with
the guide properly positioned for depth and properly
oriented, the coil spring can be pushed up into the top
of the pocket to vent the same. By positioning sealing
means around the free end of the guide, and using operating means, the spring and guide means are removed and the passage is sealed.
10 Claims, 11 Drawing Figures
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' COIL SPRING VENTING ARRANGEMENT
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
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a tube to provide an exit passage for a gas from a remote space having very limited access.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The invention described herein was made in the
course of, or under,' a contract with the United States 5
It is therefore a primary object of this invention to
Atomic Energy Commission.
provide a venting device which removes gases which
may be trapped in gas pockets during filling of hydrauFIELD OF THE INVENTION
lic systems.
It is a further object of this invention to provide a
This invention relates to a venting device for a hydraulic system and particularly a hydraulic system 10 method of venting complex hydraulic systems having
complex geometric shapes.
where it is necessary or desirable to remove gases
A further object of this invention is to vent the omega
which may bp trapped in pockets during filling of the
seal of a nuclear power reactor during refueling.
system with fluid.
It is a further object of this invention to provide a
DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART
15 simple venting device which can be inserted through a
small irregular access port, operated remotely, and reIt is well known in the art that hydraulic systems durmoved completely.
ing fluid filling have gases which might be trapped in
The present invention provides an apparatus for
pockets and need to be vented or have the trapped
venting gas trapped in the hydraulic chamber having a
gases removed. This venting may be required to eliminate the compressibility of the gas for positive position 20 defined fluid level, vent passage, vent passage entrance
and fluid access passage. The apparatus comprises:
of a piston or it may be done to eliminate the chemical
means for guiding a spring into said chamber, said
reaction of the gas with the fluid or fluid system. Typiguide means disposed to be sealably connected to said
cal prior approaches include U.S. Pat. No. 840,469. isvent passage and defining a passageway continuous
sued to C. W. Berry on Jan. 8, 1907 which describes an
apparatus in process for filling rubber tires with viscous 25 with said vent passage; inner means and outer means
for sealing said guide means passageway to said vent
fluids using a straight rigid tube which is inserted radipassage and vent passage entrance respectively, said
ally upwards for venting. U.S. Pat. No. 1,058,093 isinner
and outer sealing means having defined passagesued to W. J. Phelps on Apr. 8, 1913 describes a
ways
sealably
connected to said guide means passagestraight rigid vent tube which is inserted through a hole 3 0
way and vent passage entrance respectively by means
in the can for venting air from the can as fluid milk
for connecting said sealing means to said guide means
flows into the can around the vent tube. U.S. Pat. No.
and vent passage entrance respectively, said outer seal2,311,901 issued to A. J. Palko on Feb. 23, 1943 uses
ing means surrounding said inner sealing means and
a small rubber vent tube with the float at the free end
having a compressive seal therebetween; each of said
for venting tires when filling them with water. Howinner and outer means defining a movable free end
ever, this rubber vent tube is left in place after the tires
whereby each of said free ends may be positioned
are filled. U.S. Pat. No. 2,497,181 issued to P. L.
above or below said chamber fluid level; a spring havMikeska on Feb. 14, 1950 describes a venting valve for
ing a diameter and wire diameter sufficient to be inserta steam heating system that employs a helical coil
able in a continuous passageway defined by said inner
spring siphon tube for conducting the liquid by capil- 4 0 sealing means and guide means passageways whereby
lary action along the coils of the tube. U.S. Pat. No.
trapped chamber gas is vented to the atomsphere from
2,581,914 issued to B. Darrow on Jan. 8, 1952 utilizes
said chamber along the passageway defined by said
a straight rigid vent tube which is slid radially upward
spring when said inner sealing means is located in a first
through the tire valve stem to a predetermined distance
predetermined position below said chamber fluid level.
until water overflows the vent tube.
The present invention also provides a method of
However, the above prior art is not applicable to hyventing gas trapped in a hydraulic chamber having a
draulic arrangements having fluid cavities with comdefined fluid level, vent passage entrance, vent passage,
plex geometries or if the upper fluid cavity structure
and fluid access passage. The method comprises: placcannot have any openings at the top of the system
ing means for guiding a spring in said vent passage prior
where gases are trapped. For example, where the gas is
to said chamber hydraulic fluid level reaching the level
trapped in a pocket which cannot be vented directly,
of said vent passage, said guide means sealably conwhen the access passage is severely limited, and where
nected to said vent passage and defining a passageway
the operation must be formed remotely, none of the excontinuous with said vent passage; sealably connecting
isting prior art arrangements will work.
^ an inner means and outer means to seal said guide
A specific application having a long history of ventmeans passageway to said vent passage and said vent
passage entrance respectively by means for connecting
ing or bleeding problems is the venting of an omega
said guide means to said vent passage; said inner and
seal for a nuclear power reactor. This tubular memouter sealing means defining passageways continuous
brane, sealing a reactor vessel head to a vessel shell, remains filled with air when the vessel is filled with water. 6 0 with said guide means passageway and said vent passage entrance respectively, said inner and said outer
The access port level through which the venting is to be
sealing means having a compressive seal spaced thereaccomplished is below the fluid level of the omega seal
between and each of said sealing means having movwhich creates considerable venting problems. Furtherable free ends whereby each of said free ends may be
more, because this venting operation usually takes
positioned
above and below said chamber fluid level;
6
5
place during a reactor refueling when the impurities
and venting said chamber by insertion of the spring into
contained in the water may be slightly radioactive, it is
said free end of said inner sealing means, said free end
necessary to carefully control and collect all drain waof said inner sealing means positioned in a first predeter. In the present application a coil spring was used as
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termined position below said hydraulic fluid level,
whereby said inner sealing means and guide means directs said spring to said trapped chamber gas to vent
the same when said chamber fluid level is above said
vent passage.
5

4

gitudinally therethrough. The outer surface has a plurality of threads 56 to engage the inner surface of the
depth positioning nut 52 which sets the innermost position of the spring guide 50. Sealing of the spring guide
.50 is accomplished by proper adjustment of the sealing
means 38 and 39 and connecting means 42. PassageBRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
way 54 extends on one end through a truncated portion
FIG. 1 a is an elevation view cross section of the pres58 of the guide to a vertically oriented hemi-cylinder
ent invention disposed to bleed a reactor omega seal.
60, as shown in FIG. 2b. In portion 60, the passageway
FIG. lb is a plan view of the invention of FIG. 1.
1° 54 is turned at an angle of approximately 8° more than
FIGS. 2a, 2b, and 2c are plan, elevation and side
a right angle and comprises one-half of a cylindrical inviews respectively of an enlarged view of the spring
dentation 62 therein. As shown in FIG. 2a the passageguide in FIG. 1 with FIGS. 2a & 2b partially in cross
way 54 lies in an axis non-parallel to the elevation censection.
terline, but parallel to the plan centerline so that the
FIG. 3a shows the detached ends of the inner sealing ^ lowest part of the passage is near portion 58 and hemimeans and tube vent attached and FIG. 3b shows the
cylinder 60. As indicated, the required insertion depth
inner sealing means affixed to the tube vent.
and position of the spring guide 50 within passage 30
FIG. 4 shows the present invention after the coil
is adjusted by varying the depth positioning nut 52 in
spring has been removed and the omega seal cavity has
a manner so that the elevation axis of the cylindrical in20
been bled.
dentation 62 is oriented generally parallel to the axis of
FIG. 5 shows the closing means of the present invenventing passage 28.
tion ready to insert the seal plug.
The inner and outer sealing means 38 and 39 comFIGS. 6a and 6b are respectively longitudinal and
prise
respectively a seal tube 70, a guide means extentransverse cross sections of the closing means.
2 5 sion 84, an inner tube 92 and outer tube 94, hose
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
clamps 96 and 98, cord 100 and 102, compression seal
EMBODIMENT
72, vent tube 104, and wrench 106 are associated components with the sealing means 38 and 39. The seal
The inventive venting apparatus and method is partube
70 is a cylindrical hollow body having tapered
ticularly adaptable to vent an omega seal for a nuclear
power reactor. Although the specific application of an 3Q walls 74 to match a tapered wall 76 on vessel shell 22
forming an entrance to access passage 30 and suromega seal in a reactor is illustrated, it should be
rounds guide means extension 84. The compression
readily apparent the inventive apparatus and method
seal 72 is formed of a plurality of grouped flexible discs
may also be used in hydraulic systems having complex
78 having central openings 80 therethrough and are
geometries without vent ports at the top, or small, irregular access passages, or a need to be operated re- 35 fixed together by cap screws 82 connecting spaced
apart plates 83 on each end of grouped discs 78 to
motely.
force and to maintain a seal on the inner and outer wall
Referring to FIG. la and lb, an omega seal 20 is posiof tubes 70 and extension 84. A retrieval hook or loop
tioned between a reactor pressure vessel shell 22 and
81 is welded to the outer plate 83 of the compression
closure head 24 forming the pressure vessel 26 of the
nuclear reactor. The term "omega" seal is derived from 40 seal 72. Extending through central opening 80 and into
spring guide passageway 54 is guide means extension
the similarity of the cross section of the seal to the
84. The edge of the cylindrical extension 84 outside of
greek letter "omega." The seal is welded to the pressure vessel shell 22 at numeral S and to vessel head at
seal tube 70 has an inwardly tapered shape 85 to facilinumeral H. An access passage or annulus 28 is located
tate the insertion of spring 90. Clamps 96 and 98 are
near the base of the seal 20 which is connected with ex- 45 used to connect tubes 92 and 94 respectively to a free
ternal vent passage 30 having a vent passage entrance
end of guide tube extension 84 and seal tube 70 respec29 in shell 22 defining an external pressure release
tively. One end of each tube 92 and 94 remains free so
means, and a fluid access passage 32 in shell 22. Pasthat it may be positioned or moved above and below
sage 28 also serves as a means for the reactor fluid to
the fluid level within said chamber 28.
enter the omega seal chamber 21. As fluid rises to level 5 0
Spring 90 is a sufficient diameter to fit within guide
A from passage 32 inside the reactor shell 22, it begins
tube extension 84 and spring guide passageway 54. The
to enter the omega chamber 21 and closes off the passpring 90 is designed to be insertable in a passageway
sage 30. As the fluid level increases to level B within
defined by said inner operating means, inner sealing
the reactor, it is readily seen that venting the commeans and guide means. As shown in FIG. 3a and 3b
pressed air within the chamber creates a considerable 5 5 as well as FIG. la, the inner tube 92 is affixed to vent
problem when the operation must be performed retube 104 in the manner illustrated.
motely.
Referring to FIG. lb, the positioning means 42 for
The present inventive omega seal venting assembly
said inner and outer sealing means 38 and 39, com34 comprises a means 36 for guiding a spring 90, inner
prises a clamping plate 110 having an opening 111 and
means and outer means 38 and 39 for sealing the pas112 which allows passage of seal tube 70 as well as a
sage 28 and passage entrance 29, a means for connectplurality of cap screws 414 respectively and a bearing
ing said sealing means 42 to the chamber vent passage
plate 113. A seal tube spacer 141 comprises a plurality
entrance; and a means 44 for closing said chamber vent
of flexible discs 116, each having central openings 118
passage. The guide means 36 comprises a spring guide 6 5 to permit passage of seal tube 70. The clamping plate
50 and a depth positioning nut 52. The spring guide 50,
110 has a generally concave cross section when viewed
as shown in FIG. 2a, 2b, and 2c, is a generally cylindriin the plan view such that extending legs bear against
cal body having circular passageway 54 extending lonstuds 120 in the pressure vessel shell 22.
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Referring to FIG. 5, the means 44 for closing the vent
passage 30 comprises a seal tube plug 130, a wrench
132, a key handle 134 for the wrench 132, and a pair
of clamps 136. As shown in FIG- 6a and 6b, seal tube
plug 130 is a cylindrical body having a concentric
opening 138 to allow passage of the free end of wrench
132. A venting notch 140 is formed on one end of plug
130. The key handle 134 fits on the open end of wrench
132 and the opposite end has a socket head 142 to engage seal plug 144. Socket head 142 has a threaded
opening 146 which allows screw 148 to positively engage seal plug 144. Clamps 136 position the seal tube
plug 130 within outer tube 94 and adjust the fit between wrench 132 and plug 130.
The method of using the aforedescribed apparatus in
venting an omega seal 20 of a nuclear reactor can best
be understood by reference to all of the drawings and
particularly beginning with FIG. la and lb. The present
inventive apparatus and method overcomes principal
complications in venting omega seals by collecting the
drain air-water mixture having possible radioactive
contamination in a storage container after venting is
completed.
As shown in FIG. la, initially the water level in the
vessel is below the omega seal passage 28 and shell port
30, as indicated at level C. The clamping plate 110 of
positioning group 42 is affixed against the studs 120.
The cap screws 114 bear against bearing plate 113,
which in turn bears against the plurality of flexible discs
116. Seal tube 70 of the sealing means is inserted
through the disc openings 118 to bear against omega
seal access passage 32. By adjusting cap screws 114, a
seal is formed between the vent passage entrance 29
and seal tube 70.
The spring guide means SO is inserted into seal tube
70 to the proper depth and sealed therewith. The required insertion depth of spring guide 50 is measured
and set by positioning nut 52. The depth of adjusting
nut 52 also positions the elevation axis of cylindrical
indentation 62 to correspond to the elevation axis of
omega seal access passage 32. Nut 52 is seated in a
counter sink of omega seal access passage 30.
Compression seal 72 is inserted into seal tube 70 and
around guide means extension 84 previously inserted
therein and affixed to said guide means passageway 54.
The cap screws 82 are tightened by wrench 106 in position. Spring 90 which is attached to guide 50 and to the
indentation 62 where it is directed into the omega access passage 28 and up to the top of the omega cavity
21. A convenient spring size is one-eighth Of an inch
outside diameter of 0.017 inch diameter wire about 18
inches long. A five thirty-seconds outside diameter
spring size of 0.02 inch diameter wire is about a maximum spring size to insert and turn in the approximately
half-inch access passageway of the spring guide 50.
The cord 1®0 is passed through the flexible transparent inner tube 92 which is connected by clamp 96 to
spring guide tube 84. Tube 92 conducts leakage water
to a storage container (not shown) as the water level in
the reactor vessel is raised to level A. When clear water
flows from tube 21, the venting of the omega seal
chamber is complete. Purging with inert gas, bleed and
feed or use of chemical additive can be included in the
process if desired.
Prior to beginning of removal of the guide means 36
and sealing means, the inner tube 92 is raised above the
water level A in the reactor. The spring 90 is removed

from the spring guide 50 and inner flexible tube 92 by
pulling on cord 100 which is connected to spring 90.
The cap screws 82 in compression seal 72 are loosened
until seal 72 will slip with a light pull of cord 102 which
is attached to retrieval hook 81 which is affixed to the
outer compression seal plate 83.
Prior to removing compression seal 72, the outer
tube 94 is installed around the inner tube 92 and affixed to seal tube 70, by clamp 98. The outer tube 94
is then partially fueled with water of sufficient quantity
to cover seal tube 70. It is noted that the free ends of
both the inner and outer tubes 92 and 94 respectively
must both be above the water level B in the reactor vessel to avoid leakage. At this time the compression seal
72 and guide tube assembly 50 which are affixed to
guide tube extension 84 and inner tube 92 can be removed by pulling on cord 102 as illustrated in FIG. 4.
With the end of the outer tube 94 still above the
water level B, the seal tube plug 130 and seal plug 144
are mounted on wrench 132 with wrench 132 extending through sliding seal tube plug 130. The seal tube
plug 130 with wrench 132 is loosely inserted into outer
tube 94. The free end of tube 94 is lowered until all air
is vented at notch 140 of plug 130. The outer tube 94
is lowered to the horizontal position and plug 130 is inserted therein and tightened by clamp 136. Thus, with
the flexible tube 94 straightened out and with the free
end lowered, the seal plug 144 may be inserted in
omega seal access passage 32. The seal tube plug 130
is backed out of tube 94 and lowered to drain the water
therein. Clamp screws 114 are loosened and the positioning means 42 is removed.
This invention uses uniquely a tightly coiled spring as
a flexible venting tube. The coil spring is particularly
effective because of the internal flow capacity of the
spring is greater than the combined leak rate of the
spring coil and the spring diameter guide means passageway where the point of the spring emerges from the
guide. This device has other applications besides venting trapped gases as it can be used to drain liquids from
the lower levels by lowering the vent spring and using
a blower or compressed gas above to force the liquid
through the spring. In this particular application, the
novel features is again the use of flexible removable
drain.
Thus, it is apparent that there has been provided, in
accordance with the invention, an unique method and
apparatus utilizing a coil spring venting arrangement to
vent the omega seal of a nuclear reactor or for utilization to remove trapped gases in hydraulic systems that
fully satisfies the objects, aims, and advantages set forth
above. While the invention has been described with
specific embodiments thereof, it is evident that many
alternatives, modifications, and variations will be apparent to those skilled in the art in light of the foregoing
description. Accordingly, it is intended to embrace all
such alternatives, modifications, and variations as fall
within the spirit and scope of the appended claims.
I claim:
1. In a hydraulic chamber being filled with fluid and
having a defined fluid level, vent passage entrance, vent
passage, and fluid access passage;
a method of venting trapped gas comprising:
placing means for guiding a spring in said vent passage prior to said chamber hydraulic fluid level
reaching the level of said vent passage, said guide
means sealably connected to said vent passage and
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8
defining a passageway continuous with said vent
passage;
sealably connecting an inner means and outer means
to seal said guide means passageway to said vent
passage and said vent passage entrance respectively by means for connecting said guide means to
said vent passage; said inner and outer sealing
means defining passageways continuous with said
guide means passageway and said vent port entrance respectively, said inner and said outer sealing means having a compressive seal spaced therebetween and each of said sealing means having
movable free ends whereby each of said free ends
may be positioned above or below said chamber
fluid level; and
venting said chamber by insertion of the spring into
said free end of said inner sealing means, said free
end of said inner sealing means positioned in a first
predetermined position below said hydraulic fluid
level whereby said inner sealing means and guide
means directs said spring to said trapped chamber
gas to vent the same when said chamber fluid level
is above said vent passage.
2. The method in claim 1, additionally including the
step of:
maintaining the fluid within the chamber after venting of the same by placing said free end of said
inner sealing means in a second predetermined position above said chamber fluid level.
3. The method of claim 1, additionally including the
step of:
sealing said outer sealing means by positioning said
inner and said outer sealing means free ends in a
second predetermined position above said fluid
level and inserting additional fluid in said passageways of said inner and said outer sealing means.
4. The method in claim 3, additionally including the
step of:
removing said inner sealing means and said guide
means from within said outer sealing means and
said vent passage respectively and releasing said
seal between said inner and outer sealing means
and removing the same whereby said additional
fluid seals said outer sealing passageway to said
vent port entrance.
5. The method in claim 4, additionally including the
step of:
inserting means for closing said vent passage within
said free end of said outer sealing means whereby
said closing means fixedly positions a seal plug in
said vent passage.

6. The method defined in claim 5, additionally including the step of:
removing said outer sealing means and said connecting means from said vent passage entrance.
5
7. In a hydraulic chamber filled with fluid, and having
a defined fluid level, vent passage, vent passage entrance and fluid access passage, an apparatus for venting trapped gas comprising:
means for guiding a spring into said chamber, said
10
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20

30
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g u i d e m e a n s d i s p o s e d t o b e s e a l a b l y c o n n e c t e d to
said v e n t p a s s a g e a n d c o n t i n u o u s w i t h said v e n t

passage;
inner means and outer means for sealing said guide
means passageway to said vent passage and vent
passage entrance respectively, said inner and outer
sealing means having defined passageways sealably
connected to said guide means passageway and
vent passage entrance respectively by means for
connecting said sealing means to said guide means
and vent passage entrance respectively, said outer
sealing means surrounding said inner sealing means
and having a compressive seal therebetween; each
of said inner and outer means defining a movable
free end whereby each of said free ends may be positioned above or below said chamber fluid level;
a spring sufficient to be insertable in a continuous
passageway defined by said inner sealing means
and guide means passageways whereby trapped
chamber gas is vented to the atomsphere from said
chamber along the passageway defined by spring
when said inner sealing means is located in a first
predetermined position below said chamber fluid
level.

8. The apparatus defined in claim 7, wherein said
. guide means passageway is defined to radially turn at
least 90° within said guide means and terminate in an
open-ended generally cylindrical indentation.
9. The apparatus defined in claim 7, wherein said
40 compressive seal comprises a plurality of adjacent flexible discs having openings therein, said discs having
means for said discs adjusting to force the outer surface
of the said discs into sealable engagement with said
outer sealing means and said inner surface of said disc
45 opening into sealable engagement with said inner sealing means.
10. The apparatus defined in claim 7, wherein said
inner and outer sealing means comprise respectively
cylindrical rigid tubes, transparent flexible tubes, and
SO clamps affixing said flexible tubes to said rigid tubes.
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